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Weddings (legally binding)
Civil Partnerships (same sex weddings)
Commitment Ceremonies (non-legal wedding ceremonies)
The Renewal of Vows (after several years of marriage and wish
to celebrate again)
Blessings (just like a wedding but without the legal parts as
the couple would've already legally married) 

We can conduct the following marital ceremonies:

Silver Linings carefully crafts wedding ceremonies that reflect your
personalities throughout. 

 

We tell your love story in an engaging, moving and heartfelt way...

Your ceremony can be traditional,
contemporary, romantic, light-hearted,
special themed and can include religious
elements.



2 meetings with the Celebrant 
Communication from the initial meeting
through to the day of the ceremony
Access to over 40 poems & readings
Receive a guide with examples on how to
write your own vows
Information on each style of vow with
examples 
Option to take part in a fun couple’s quiz
Tailored script 
Your love story 
Organisation of legal documents
Ceremony rehearsal
Use of sound system and microphone 
Professional delivery of the ceremony
A copy of the ceremony 

Our wedding ceremonies start from £650.

Whats Included? 



Sand Ceremony - £100

This is an incredibly powerful ritual, where the
couple pour different coloured sand into a joint
vessel forming a layered effect. This unity element
works especially well with children/step-children. 

We have a vast range of colours! Local business,
Little Letters beautifully handwrites the
personalised wording.

Unity Elements are extras which can make ceremonies unique and
memorable. They also offer the opportunity to involve family members and
friends. 

All of the elements are rituals that symbolise the joining together becoming
one family unable to be parted and every element creates a keepsake. 

Hand Fasting - £80

A Celtic tradition where the meaning
‘tying the knot’ originated from. 

The couples arms are tied with coloured
ribbons forming an eternal knot which
they keep in a beautiful photo frame. 



The couple have their own personalised glass, choosing a wine that
represents them as an individual.  They pour their wine into a single vessel, 
 and both sip from the blend they've created. The glasses will have their
married name and wedding date. 

This unity element is for wine or champagne
lovers!

Throughout history, across different cultures,
the sharing of wine has played a traditional
role in many wedding ceremonies. 

 

Unity Candle - £50

The couple light their individual candle and then both
bring their flames together to create one flame to light 
 a joint candle together. 

We also preserve wedding flowers in Resin   - £150

Sharing of Wine - £100



Testimonial written by Becky

'We thought Suzy was totally, totally wonderful and would
recommend her to anyone! Our script was so thoughtful and

personal, funny, emotional, beautifully written and spoken and
she made our day SO special. 

Nothing was too big an ask and she gave great advice as to how to
structure the ceremony but also allowed us to have the final say in

how everything went. 


